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Recipes and Techniques:
The “Washed Paper” and “Polished Metal”
techniques can be found in the “How To”
section of the website.
Supplies:
patterned paper
white chipboard
card stock (white)
dye ink
2” metal ring (key rings work great)
1 oversized brad
clip art
ribbon
beaded trim
glitter glue
stamps
iron and fusible interface or glue

Instructions:
1. Make the paper ribbon using the Washed Paper technique found in the “How To” section of the website.
Cut the paper into 4 1/4 inch strips and glue end to end to make a 24 inch long strip.
2. Fold the long strips of paper into thirds making them 1 1/2 inches wide. Fuse the paper together with
stitch witchery and an iron. This makes the paper more durable and secure.
3. Fold the paper in half, making a crimp pleat in the middle to accommodate the jump ring. Too make the
pleat, fold the paper in half and crease, then open it up and crimp.

4. Slide the ring up to the center crimped area and secure it in place by attaching a large brad under it.
5. Cut 2 squares of chip board 2 1/2 x 2 3/4 inches. Glue the trim to the bottom of one of the pieces of the
chip board.
6. Glue the two pieces of chipboard back to back with 1 1/2 inches of the bottom of the washed paper ribbon
in between the chipboard.
7. Decorate the chipboard with clip-art, glitter and stamps. Rub a small amount of brown ink to the edges.
8. Make a polished metal key following the instructions for “Polished Metal”,
Found in the “How To” section of the web site.
9. Tie ribbons and key to the metal ring at the top of the book mark.

